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Intro
| E \ \ \ \ \ \ F# | G#m \ \ \ \ \ \ F# |

Verse 1
E \ F#
Your voice made the stars ignite
G#m \ F#
And gave me eyes to see their light
E \ F#
Your hands drew the waters wide
G#m \ F#
And pulled me to the other side

Verse 2
E \ F#
You saw me in my broken state
G#m \ F#
And ran to me with reckless grace
E \ F#
You knew the price I’d have to pay
G#m \ F#
But Your love chose to take my place

Pre-Chorus
C#m7 \ F#sus
Your presence I live for
C#m7 \ F#sus \ F#
I’m all in I’m all Yours

Chorus [2X]
E \ B
I’m giving everything that I’ve got
G#m7 \ F#
I’m singing at the top of my lungs
E \ B
Because You’re worth it
G#m7 \ F#sus
You’re worth it all

Instrumental
| E \ B \ | G#m \ F# \ | E \ B \ | G#m \ F# \ |

Verse 3
E \ F#
Your lips drank the bitter wine
G#m \ F#
You bore the shame of every crime
E \ F#
I am healed with every stripe
G#m \ F#
You traded death to save my life

REPEAT Pre-Chorus

REPEAT Chorus [2X]

Bridge [2X]
F# \ G#m
Holy Holy
E \ B
Holy are You Lord
F# \ G#m
Worthy Worthy
E \ B
You’re worthy of it all

REPEAT Instrumental [2X]

REPEAT Chorus [4X]

REPEAT Instrumental [2X]

REPEAT Chorus [2X]

Ending
E
You’re worth it all
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